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Introduction

Welcome to the first issue of the RLAC Newsletter. For those of you who don’t know me, I’m
Sandy Arnott and have been voted in (stitched up) as the new club secretary. We hope to produce
this newsletter quarterly but if we receive enough contributions it will appear more frequently. This
is not going to be a Top Down publication, it will be what you the members want to see and what
you put in. We are looking for all sorts of articles. It could be about a day spent on the river, a



technique that you have developed and want to pass on or something humorous. We have a wealth
of experience in the club please feel welcome to contribute in any way that you can. 

For those of you who were unable to attend the AGM, the minutes are available to download from
Facebook. They are in PDF format like this newsletter and you will be able to read them on any PC,
phone or Ebook Reader. Other formats can be made available on request.  They are well worth
reading as they show just  how busy the committee were behind the scenes  in 2020. There are
changes ahead for the club as regards the river, some excellent, others it remains to be be seen. You
can always lets us know your thoughts which we can include in future newsletters,

You can either send any contributions to me by Facebook Messenger or by email to

thefifemacman@gmail.com

Some of you will have a different email address for me but I’d rather keep club business separate
from personal stuff. 

To start us off here are some tips on Salmon Fishing written by Colin Murray the Vice Chairman
and passed on to me by Brian McGlashan with the following intro

“I met Colin Murray the Clubs Vice Chairman on the River Bank and asked him if he would do a
wee article on Fly-fishing for Salmon on the River Leven. Colin fishes the river hard all season and
knows the river well. A lot of hard miles have gone into him gaining this experience and knowledge
but he is willing to share some of it with fellow members. I asked if he would aim it at beginners,
new Members and Existing Members”

So here we go
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Colin’s Tips For Salmon Fishing 

Hi, I’m Colin Murray and the following few paragraphs are based on my way of fly fishing for
Salmon on the river Leven. I realise that other Anglers will have their own way but I have every
confidence in my style and my flies. I generalise a bit, but remember, other techniques and flies will
catch as well

I have fished the river for a number of years now with the fly so I will go over what set ups and flies
I would use. 

Firstly what about the river? Well like any other Salmon river, fish can be in most parts off the
system but it is still debatable if they get up past the Cabbagehall at any time of the season. Some
say they do but I remain unconvinced.

The areas where I have spent most of my time learning about salmon fishing are between Milton
and Leven, so I all the information I’m giving applies to this section of the River.

I usually start fishing the river early in the season from February/March onwards. This time of year
is not for the faint hearted nor the lazy. It is now that I will be putting in the long hours trying to
find them in a river that is often featureless, due to the persistent high water. Pools that are easy
enough to read in the Low Water are not so prominent now. I won't kid you, at this time of year, it’s
hard graft. This year I started my season early as cabin fever was starting to get to me. On one visit
after going through my usual pools I had managed to miss a couple of takes from early fish. As this
was only the second time I had ventured down I’m using the old, “I’m still a bit rusty” excuse. I
then spent the next 6 days marching up and down the river trying to get another chance but I think
the salmon have beat me this month.

Salmon can be in river anytime of the season, its about putting the time in and learning the different
parts of the river. Where and how to fish it, where to cast,. How do you want your line & fly to be
fishing in different runs and varying heights of water in the pools? Try different things.

Beginners and seasoned anglers often ask what kit I use and to be honest any thing will do from a
7#  rod  and  up,  Double  or  Single  Handed.  At  the  moment  I  am  using  a  9ft  9weight
Predator/Saltwater rod with a good mid to large arbour reel. I have a choice of a few different lines
but the Rio VersiTip 2 is what I will be using. It is a floating line to which I will attach either a 5ft
Airflo Polyleader or 6ft Rio VersiTip either intermediate or sink 3. This does for most of the time
although there are times when I want to get the fly down I might try a longer, faster sinking tip,
something around 8ft to 10ft. This set up can cover most parts of the river, especially the middle /
upper sections in this stretch. If the water is high and I’m using Coneheads, say from the distillery
down, I would opt for a Single Hand Skagit line. This is also where I would use my second outfit, a
12’6”  double  handed  rod  rated  6/7  and  the  same  floating  shooting  head  with  tips  as  above.
Remember this is only the setup I use so don’t be afraid to use whatever you have. If the fly is not
in the water then you wont catch fish. Use mends, and move the rod tip etc. to control the swing of
the  fly.  Don’t  just  chuck  and chance  it.  With  each  and  every  cast  I  try  and make  the  fly  do
something different.

Please keep in mind that the River can be a dangerous place and if the water is up it doesn’t take
much to knock you off your feet. Wading Sticks are highly recommended.

Don’t forget that time spent now will make fishing easier later. Fail to prepare and prepare to fail is
my motto.



Here are some pictures of the flies I use and they can be used all season, just changing the size or
style  to  suit  conditions.  I  hope this  will  help to  get  members  started but  feel  free to  post any
questions and we will do our best to give our opinion.

If you meet me on the River stop and get a blether, I don’t bite………….honest.



To round things off here’s a repost some stuff that Brian posted on the old Club Facebook Page as a
sort of Blog. There’s less than 4 weeks to go until the Trout Season starts so it’s well worth reading
this again. As ever it’s written in his own inimitable style

Brian’s Blog

Part 1
Ok, where do I start? That is the question most beginners ask so that is where I will begin in this
short series of blogs.

I usually tell beginners to learn to cast. This can be done on grass and doesn't have to cost the earth,
but it does require practice, practice and a little bit more practice. I found the better I got at casting
the luckier I got at fishing.  I must stress that this, to me is the most important part  of fishing.
Remember we won't always be throwing nymphs.

Ok, now the Tackle we will use. Remember this is specific to our river but it can be used anywhere. 

Rod

Anything from 7ft6 in to 9ft rated for a #3,#4 or #5. Fast, slow, parabolic, who cares? as long as its
a rod. Remember years ago when all your mates were out on a bike? I do and I could not have given
a jot if it was a chopper or a racing bike, as long as it had two wheels, a handlebar, chain and a set
of pedals.  This rod will  do anything you want it  to on the river.  The rod doesn't  know if  it  is
Nymphing rod or a dry fly rod or a stillwater rod. It knows nothing. The only thing that rod will do
itself is return to straight. We bend it, it wants to return to straight. We will deal with lines a wee bit
later.



The Reel. 

As long as the reel is not to big nor too small, not too heavy, not too light it will do. It has a clue
stamped on it like 2/3 or 3/4..So the first question. How much backing? I normally answer "how
much do you want to put on"? I put backing on my reels and i truly cannot tell you how much. Aah
but I hear you say, "what if a fish takes and runs with all  the line and some off the backing".
Hahahaha, I only see it when I put it on and when I take it off. Tell a lie, I once hooked a yow and it
took off, I did see the backing then. I suppose it does help to fill the spool up and that is it,

Lines

To the backing we attach a  Line;  Aaargh WHAT LINE, you scream.  A Weight  Forward (WF)
Floating line is my choice. A WF line has a front taper, a belly, a back taper and then running line.
The weight is distributed in the front part which is generally called the head. Some people prefer a
Double taper, this line is a level line with a taper at each end. There is a belief that this line helps to
make better presentation but I believe that along with feel you will develop a style of casting, that it
will not matter what line you use, if you can cast then you can cast any line with good presentation.
There are other tapers available but they are for later. There are many knots to use for this so google
becomes a friend. If you look on the rod it has numbers written on it on the bottom section just
above the handle. For arguments sake it has #4 written there. So my first choice if for a #4 line. But
remember the rod doesn't know its a #4 so try a #5 or try a #3 it really does not matter much as
sooner or later in your journey as an angler you develop a sense of Feel. You will then decide what
feels best for you. Me? I usually always use what it says on the rod.

If the Line does not come with a Loop all ready formed at the factory, it is time to add one. I have
found the best ones are Roman Moser Minicons. Follow the directions on the packet

Leader

Now,-----WHAT?  HOLY S@$T NO  MORE you  shout.  Yes,  now  we  attach  a  leader.  I  use  a
perfection loop and loop to loop join the leader to the flyline. Again google helps. Leaders come in
many guises but for the sake of this part of the blog we will stick to Tapered leaders. Tapered
leaders go from fat to thin. This is to allow energy to dissipate along the length of the leader to
deliver our fly in an orderly, efficient, fashion. They come in many lengths. On the river I use as
long a leader as I can get away with in whatever area I am fishing. Generally 15 to 18ft. You can
fish shorter and it may be better until you get better at casting and controlling these longer leaders
that  you stick to  say,  7ft  to  9ft.  Now lets  say we have a  9ft  Leader  it  will  say on the packet
something like this 9ft 5X. This means 9ft long and round about 5lb breaking strain. If you take the
X number away from 9 you roughly get the breaking strain. This is just a guide though so check the
packet. Now you can add the fly at this point but I like to add a Tippet.

On the thin end of the leader that I have attached to my WF Floating line, I attach a small Tippet
ring. I like the Roman Moser ones. These are small 2mm circles of silver or some other metal and
they stay on the leader allowing me to add tippet without continually shortening my leader.

I can now attach my fly. HALLELUJAH, NOW CAN WE GO FISHING?

Not yet!! Why do we do all this? The flies are small and wont attach to the fly line and we also want
to keep the fat fly line away from the fish so we don't scare them. Hope you enjoyed this first part



of our blog series.

Part 2
Leaders, floatants, mud and other confusing stuff. These are only my opinions and views and I
realise that others may have different opinions. I am comfortable with this but lets keep it simple.
Remember when you were a beginner? Yes, I do and in some ways I still am as I have an open mind
with an open ear.

I get a lot  of questions regarding the above so will  try to cover them in a way that is easy to
understand. Hahaha, first joke of the blog.

Leaders

Leaders come in a variety of guises. There are Tapered leaders, Straight through leaders, French
leaders, Euro Nymph leaders, Furled leaders, monofilament leaders, copolymer leaders and the list
goes on.

To keep it really simple. If we look at the leader as the junction between our fly line and our tippet
we are thinking along the right lines, ha lines, did you see what I did there?

Ok, this junction can be as long or short as we think necessary to help in whatever fishing situation
we are in. I would not fish a river without tapered leaders. We dealt with tapered leaders in the last
blog so we will skip to Euro Nymph leaders.

Euro Nymph leaders

Euro Nymph leaders can be confusing so I will give you my set ups.

1, Amnesia type Nylon(this nylon has low memory) on a Reel, for arguments sake lets say 40yds
but you can put on whatever you want. At the Business end of this I attach approx 18in of Rio
Indicator Nylon. This is a two tone Indicator nylon with bright colours to aid seeing it. I attach this
to my amnesia using a double blood Knot. On the free end I attach a tippet ring. This is cheap and
will last forever. That’s it, simple eh??

2, I buy a Euro nymphing leader. I use Rio ones but others are available. These are great if you only
have the one reel. They attach to the fly line on your reel by means of a loop to loop joint. They are
approx 12ft long with Indicator nylon and tippet ring already attached.

3, If I don’t want to use the above I use my floating line that has a Roman Moser braided loop and I
use the red sleeve that comes with the loop as the sighter. Works a treat and saves on using different
leaders.

4, Buy a Nymphing line. I have a Rio one but many companies sell them. These are very thin level
lines(generally) that normally have a brightly coloured tip.

Keep in mind this is what I use and others will use something along the same lines but call it
something else. In the fishing world everyone is trying to reinvent the wheel so we have many
things that do the same thing but are named after so and so who says he invented it. Bollocks. You
may think of some other way of doing it. Fine, crack on and use it. If it ain’t broke don’t try and fix
it.



Now Furled leaders.

I have them and use them once or twice a year, just not my bag. I never think my flies are far
enough away from the line when I use them.

They  generally  5  or  6ft  long  and  to  this  you  add  tippet  .  They  are  made  with  thread  or
Monofilament. Some are brightly coloured for nymphing. Some people use them all the time so this
one I will leave up to you. If you want some google them and try them for yourselves. am no expert
so will refrain from giving too much of an opinion.

Rods for the above

Rods of 10ft and above and 2, 3 or #4 are generally used for this type of fishing. They generally
have a softish action which aids casting the Light lines/nylon.

I use anything. Like I said before the rod does not know what it is. I use an 8ft 6in #3 for most of
the stuff on the Leven but have been known to use a longer rod. Look, if you like to use something
then use it. I will only give advice not orders. I use what I use but will fish with you with whatever
you have. I will lend you my kit and you can decide. Rods are very subjective so I tend not to argue
too much

Mud/Floatants

Ok, we are all set up for an hour or two dry fly fishing. We have a 9ft #4 rod matched with #4
floating line, 9ft Leader and a 3ft tippet.

The Tippet is 4lb breaking strain. Other ways of checking tippet is by Diameter.Too complicated for
me so I use lb Breaking Strain. Simple.

I have a size 16 Olive CDC Emerger on as I have observed the water for 10 minutes and see Olives
flying about. They are dark in colour so I have matched or nearly matched the fly.

Mud

On the tippet I am going to rub some degreaser(Mud) This allegedly sinks or masks the tippet so the
fish don’t see it. You see, the fish know what tippet is hahaha. Anyway, I use Fullers earth and
washing up Liquid mixed to a paste. Some add Glycerine to stop it (the paste) from hardening. I
don’t. Try it and see.

Floatant.

There is Gink, a Liquid based floatant you apply to your hackled dries. Or Frogs Fanny Powder
Type floatants for CDC or all flies come to think of it.

There are plenty of others, again different names but same results.

Google them.
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